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Abstract
The monograph presents the overview of typical numerical flow simulations, solved in VÚTS – Center for Research in
Machinery in Liberec (former Research Institute of Textile Machines) in the area of fluid mechanics for various technical
applications. First of all in textile technologies, as for instance air jet weaving, spinning, drying, permeability, nonwovens etc.
System is completed by auxiliary technologies as for instance air conditioning, exhausting, pneumatic transport etc.
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Foreword
VÚTS, former Research Institute of Textile Machines was
established in Liberec in the year 1951 and it is permanently
widely engaged in the research of textile machines. Let us to
remind two examples, only:
The first air jet loom prepared for serial, it means the mass
production (as the maximum of 5000 pieces per year), was
designed in our institute.
The first principle and function model of the open end
spinning was designed in our institute, too, and later
transferred to the producer.
Both systems, based on air flows, are today used
worldwide as standard, modern, reliable, efficient and
powerful technologies.
Our small department of numerical flow simulations is
engaged in many branches of industry now.
Using of air flow arising either by expansion of
compressed air or driven by a fan is very spread in many
branches of industry. From the physical principle, it is wellknown that energy consumption for air compression is an
important item in the total energy balance of operated
equipment. Endeavour of its better efficiency is connected
with the research of conversion of internal energy
compressed air into kinetic energy of air flow. Such
conversion is the main operation phenomenon for different
kinds of technical equipment. The following text describes
some results of air flow research made by numerical
modeling, at first in principal parts of air jet weaving system;
further of other textiles technologies and some examples
from others branches of processing technologies, too.
In connection with the development of calculating
methods of finite elements (or volumes) in fluid mechanics
and that of computers with an adequate output, too, it is
possible to execute numerical modeling of flows now, as a
complement or replacing of former experiments. It is clear
that every model is an approach to the reality, only, and that
it is necessary to verify such results of numerical modeling
by experiments or by real operation trials.
In Research Institute for Textile Machines in Liberec/CZ
(VÚTS), there was has been used a program [1] since 1994
for numerical modeling of two-dimensional (2D)
compressible inviscid flows, based on a numerical solution
of Euler’s equations system, converted from a modeling flow
of water steam. Its application is fully competent for a
modeling of quick air flow processes in the branch of air jet
looms, as for instance expansion and flow of compressed air
in weaving nozzle because the compressibility influence is
here more important in comparison with viscous friction. In
many solved cases, it was demonstrated that it is often
possible to use this program to obtain quickly and simply
some qualitative knowledge about the systems with
expressively slower flows, too, where it should be more
correct to use any procedure considering flow viscosity.
Of course, the solution of axis-symmetrical cases
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converted into a solution of flat models is not fully correct,
too. It is necessary to say that using of results is possible as
qualitative ones, only. But as the first imagination for a
designer and help for his next designing actions, the
influence of this simple method is very positive.
Since 1999 the program [2] has been used, too, for
numerical modeling of three-dimensional (3D) viscous
compressible flows. The program was developed in
Aeronautical Research and Test Institute in Prague/CZ
(VZLÚ) for special cases when simple modeling is not
adequate. It is based on the numerical solution of NavierStokes’ equations system. Its application gives the solutions
closer to the reality, by the reason that it contains
simultaneous influence of compressibility and viscosity of
flowing medium. But the extent of the solved models is so
large that their application was limited by output of at the
time existing personal computers PC (level of the year 2000).
That is why, it was necessary to do expressive simplifications
of complicated model geometry so that the model more exact
with respect to the thermodynamic and physical qualities of
medium becomes less exact with respect to its geometry.
As an option, it was used the program [3] developed in
VZLÚ, too, for solutions of compressible viscous flow in
axis-symmetrical channels, as the checking method for some
cases, initially solved as flat (2D) cases. Using the symmetry
condition, the extent of spatial (3D) model is similar to flat
(2D) one and time of solution is substantially decreased.
Generally, we can state that in the images of the flow field of
the cases solved by both methods there are some differences,
but the global character of the received flows is quite similar.
As time goes on, the commercial program was used for
numerical flow simulations, together with the development
of in-house procedures.
Procedures of solution are similar as follows: As to the
computational mesh density, it should be the highest to get a
maximum detailed flow field, but simultaneously the solution
time is increasing. From the thermodynamic conditions,
defined usually as a pressure ratio between inlet and outlet
with corresponding temperatures, the flow /velocity in the
modeled area is arising. The presented flow fields (usually as
velocity or Mach number isolines) give the best image about
the flow qualities in the solved or observed area.
The scales used for individual presented flow fields are
different to get an optimum image about it. Due to place
saving, the scales are always missing. In general, the smallest
value is blue/violet and the greatest one is red, identically
with the wave lengths of color components of white light.
From our experience, it is possible to state that for
technical practice (design, technology, etc.) it is not
necessary to get a mathematically exact solution of the
problem. To understand the problem and to determine the
next process of the solution it is usually sufficient to
determine the influence of a certain parameter in a modeled
system on their operation, efficiency, reliability, etc.
The publication contains several papers focused on
important or typical themes. Regarding the extent of the
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submitted texts, some main received results are shortly
descripted, only, in the form of flow field images completed
by their short discussion, eventually, it is indicated the reason
and manner of individual application. A more detailed
analysis of results is contained in several research reports and
published contributions, some of them are quoted in
references at the end of each paper.
From the presented theoretical results and from their
technical applications results that the numerical simulations
of flow and those of heat exchange are very useful
instruments when solving tasks from the technical practice,
first of all, in two basic areas:
a) Numerical model is able to confirm or refuse with
sufficient accuracy a new hypothesis of the solution for a
new technical problem.
b) Numerical model enables to display the behavior of an
existing monitored system, to indicate a possible reason of its
wrong functioning and to indicate the procedure of its
remedy.

In both cases, it is not necessary to produce and test time
and money demanding testing equipment, to adapt them and
to test them again. Numerical simulations give the right
direction of the solution; the necessary experimental
verification is carried out on the optimal model, only, which,
on the basis of performed simulation could be probably the
best for realization.
Next papers present several typical areas, where the
numerical simulations were used and their results were
applied. Of course, it is not any complete overview of
problems.
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